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DAY IN THE LIFE OF STAFF
Day in the Life of Staff

Arrive at the UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences building located at **1301 COLUMBIA ROAD**.

There will be parking south and west of the building as well as shuttle service from the main campus.

**331** parking spots south and west of the new building.
Day in the Life of Staff

As you enter the building, pass by the HERITAGE WALL that includes interactive touch screens where guests can access historical and program information.
Day in the Life of Staff

Get some extra steps by taking the **GRAND STAIRCASE** between the first and second floors.

There are elevators across from the stairs if you need.

There are also 4 communicating staircases spread throughout the building.

Allows for fast and accessible communication and movement between levels.
Day in the Life of Staff

Before entering your office suite, stop by the Faculty & Staff Lounge for a cup of coffee.

One of your colleagues is there – sit in the adjacent Collaboration Space and briefly discuss a new initiative you are launching.

Located on Floors 2 & 3
A collaborative space for lunches and meetings.
Day in the Life of Staff

Head to your **OFFICE SUITE** and settle in at your office or workstation. With your colleagues in close proximity, you can easily connect for both formal and informal discussions.

Most suites have a print/copy area.
Day in the Life of Staff

If you strike up a conversation in the open work environment, move your group to a SMALL MEETING ROOM in your suite, the FACULTY & STAFF LOUNGE or any of the open collaboration spaces in the MAIN STREET.

If your suite has a meeting room, you can use it for private calls or meetings with students.
Day in the Life of Staff

Attend a meeting in a **CONFERENCE ROOM**. Use state of the art technology for videoconferencing.

All conference rooms (outside your suite) have flexible furniture, writable surfaces, state-of-the-art technology including videoconferencing, and are shared by all.

**Fourth Floor**

- 4 Small Conference Rooms (10-12 P)
- 6 Medium Conference Rooms (15-20 P)
- 1 Large Conference Room (20+ P)

Rooms are scheduled on a first-come, first-served basis. Marci Hecht in Information Resources will coordinate scheduling along with a computer-based scheduling system.
Day in the Life of Staff

After a few hours of focused work at your desk, have lunch in the first floor Café with some colleagues from other departments.

The weather is nice! Enjoy your lunch on the Patio or take advantage of the bike path behind the UND wellness center that connects to the SMHS.

The kitchen will be fully equipped to offer large Full-Menu items and will feature extended hours year round.
Day in the Life of Staff

In the afternoon, take a quick break in one of the seating areas along MAIN STREET.

Enjoy the natural light and meet with a colleague in any one of the many collaboration areas.

Floors 2, 3, 4 have main streets with seating space.
Day in the Life of Staff

Stop at the **RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SUITE** if you need any IT support. Assistance is available to help answer technology questions.
At the end of the day, you can head home or stay after hours – the facility is open to students, staff, faculty and researchers with card access.